VITAL STATS
ABV:
Bitterness:
Colour:
Style:

THE DOPPELGANGER
Product Profile

5.5%
Low
Gold
White Stout

Brand Description

Flavour

All the flavours of our Newtown Nemesis vanilla
bourbon milk stout in a gold-colour beer.

Balanced profile of coffee, chocolate, vanilla and underlying
toasty and grainy malt which is cohesive and convincing
in the intention to impart the flavours of a dark beer. A
hint of bourbon adds depth and complexity without being
prominent. Medium-low bitterness reminiscent of coffee
roast bitterness rather than hop derived bitterness. Balance
is slightly towards malt but not sweet. Finishes slightly dry
with lingering smooth roasted flavours from coffee and
cocoa.

Style History
Originally conceived as an April Fools prank, the
White Stout aims to deliver the typical dark beer
flavours associated with stouts while retaining a
pale colour. This involves replacing dark malts with
adjuncts which impart similar flavours without a
colour contribution. Coffee and cocoa are normally
used to substitute for dark roasted malts, while other
common stout adjuncts such as lactose and oats are
often used to emulate the perception of body and
mouthfeel typical of stouts.

Mouthfeel
Medium body with a medium-low carbonation. Offers the
impression of fullness without being sweet and a smooth
and well-rounded drinking experience.

Aroma

Style Comparison / Drinker Profile

Bold and vibrant aroma of fresh roasted coffee
supported by notes of chocolate and vanilla. Light
grainy and toasty malt combines with the coffee and
chocolate flavours for a convincing stout-like malt
profile. Some light fermentation derived fruitiness
typical of an ale is present and adds dimension in the
absence of hop aroma as expected for a stout.

An inherently unusual beer so may need an introduction as
to what can be expected. An interesting and fun beer which
follows through with great flavour, balance, and drinkability
so should have quite broad appeal.
May be useful to describe expected stout flavours and how
those are recreated using adjuncts or give a side-by-side
taste comparison with the Newtown Nemesis.

Appearance
Gold colour with good clarity. Pours a creamy white
head with good head retention and lacing.

Suggested Food Pairings
•
•
•

Lamb or Beef Roast
Spicy Mexican-style dishes
Medium age cheddar or crumbly goats’ cheese
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